
RossRichter.com, LLC   203-461-8043 
Specialists in Orthopaedic Recruiting    fredperlman@rossrichter.org 
 
Please Post to Physician Assistant Students: 
RossRichter.com, LLC was started in 1989 by health care recruiters who saw the need 
for specialization.  We strictly focus our efforts on supporting Orthopaedic Groups, 
recruiting Physician Assistants and Orthopaedic Surgeons.  Our recruitment process 
starts with a proven series of questions that consistently allow us to zero in on your 
opportunity requirements.  Please review our website:  www.rossrichter.org. 
 
Date 1/14/19 
Location   NEBRASKA (Three to four hours to Denver, CO) 
Job Code NE 113018 
Job Title Physician Assistant – Orthopaedics  (WILL TRAIN!)    
Job 
Description  

Well-established Orthopaedic Group seeks to add a full time Physician 
Assistant that is NCCPA-Certified.  The newly-hired PA will work directly 
with a General Orthopaedic Surgeon.  This Doctor handles a strong 
volume of cases that include total joints, shoulders, knees and trauma.  
He utilizes the latest minimally invasive techniques.  The position will 
consist of surgical and clinic.  Responsibilities include: first assist, pre 
and post H&P’s, write scripts, coordinate with PT/OT, consultation, 
rounding and patient evaluation and education, reviewing lab results in 
both a clinic and hospital setting.  The group is located in a modern 
facility and they have their own PT/OT onsite.  
 
Successful candidate should be NCCPA-Certified and be able to work 
well in a fast-paced environment.  The group will train a recent graduate 
PA with interest in orthopaedics.  The location is in a beautiful smaller 
town that is within three to four hours to the Denver area.  The area 
provides excellent quality of life for the outdoor lover.  
 
Compensation: Strong base salary (depends on experience), plus a 
discretionary bonus.  Excellent benefits including medical, dental, STD, 
LTD, CME, 401k, vacation, and seven holidays!  Please send your resume 
to the attention of Fred Perlman at:  fredperlman@yahoo.com or 
fredperlman@rossrichter.org.  

Salary  Open (depends on experience) 
Hiring Mgr Fred Perlman 
Company  RossRichter.com, LLC. 
City Stamford 
State CT 
Zip 06903 
E-Mail fredperlman@yahoo.com or fredperlman@rossrichter.org. 
Telephone 203-461-8043 
 
To remove your self from all our Orthopaedic Recruitment mailings, please return this 
email with the email address to be removed and with the words NO EMAIL! 
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RossRichter.com, LLC   203-461-8043 
Specialists in Orthopaedic Recruiting    fredperlman@rossrichter.org 
 
Please Post to Physician Assistant Students: 
RossRichter.com, LLC was started in 1989 by health care recruiters who saw the need 
for specialization.  We strictly focus our efforts on supporting Orthopaedic Groups, 
recruiting Physician Assistants and Orthopaedic Surgeons.  Our recruitment process 
starts with a proven series of questions that consistently allow us to zero in on your 
opportunity requirements.  Please review our website:  www.rossrichter.com.  

 
  

Date              01/14/19 
Location   NEW HAMPSHIRE (50 minutes to Boston) 
Job Code NH 010919 
Job Title Physician Assistant –Orthopaedics (Trauma)! (Will Train) 
Job 
Description  

Team of Trauma Fellowship trained Orthopaedic Surgeons seeks to add 
another full-time Physician Assistant.  The newly-hired PA will handle both 
trauma and some general cases. This position will be split between the 
hospital and the clinic. The position is Monday to Friday with a normal 
schedule. 
 
The newly-hired PA will have the following responsibilities: 
+ Provide surgical first assist (trauma) 
+ Perform admit and discharges   
+ Casting and splints  
+ Joint aspirations and injections 
+ Fracture care  (extensive) 
+ Post-op follow-ups and rounding 
+ Call coverage ( 2 to 3 times per month) 
+ Patient education 
+ Order diagnostic test and review results  
 
Successful candidate should be Board-Certified. This is in New Hampshire 
and is 50 minutes to the Boston suburbs. Experienced orthopaedic PA is 
preferred but will train a new graduate with an orthopaedic rotation.  Must 
have an orthopaedic rotation with some trauma exposure. The area 
provides a great quality of life, and all the amenities of the Boston area.  
The group would prefer candidates with ties to the region. 
 
Compensation: Salary is open (depends on experience).  Additionally, 
there is an excellent full benefits package provided.  Please send your 
resume to the attention of Fred Perlman at: fredperlman@yahoo.com or 
fredperlman@rossrichter.org. 

Salary  Open (depends on experience)  
Hiring Mgr Fred Perlman 
Company  Ross-Richter.com, LLC. 
City Stamford 
State CT 
E-Mail fredperlman@yahoo.com or fredperlman@rossrichter.org. 
Telephone 203-461-8043 

 
 

To remove your self from all our Orthopaedic Recruitment mailings, please reply with the 
words NO EMAIL and the email address to be removed! 
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RossRichter.com, LLC   203-461-8043 
Specialists in Orthopaedic Recruiting   fredperlman@rossrichter.org 
 
Please Post to Physician Assistant Students: 

RossRichter.com, LLC was started in 1989 by health care recruiters who saw the need for 
specialization.  We strictly focus our efforts on supporting Orthopaedic Groups, recruiting 
Physician Assistants and Orthopaedic Surgeons.  Our recruitment process starts with a 
proven series of questions that consistently allow us to zero in on your opportunity 
requirements.  Please review our website:  www.rossrichter.org. 

 
Date 1/14/19 
Location NEW YORK STATE (Lower Hudson Valley) 
Job Code NY 050113 
Job Title PA/NP  – Ortho Clinic  (EXPERIENCE REQUIRED!) 
Job Description  Well-established Orthopaedic Group seeks to add another full-time 

Physician Assistant/Nurse Practitioner.  The newly-hired PA/NP will be 
based in the clinic only.  The PA/NP will run their own clinic which includes 
new and follow-up patients.  The group has a modern office with Physical 
Therapy and will be implementing Electronic Medical Records.  The PA/NP 
will be responsible for post and pre-operative care; H&P’s, rounding, 
casting, writing prescriptions and managing records.  This is 40 hours per 
week (Monday to Friday), no call, no weekends and no evenings. 
 
Successful candidate should be certified.  The group requires an 
experienced Orthopaedic PA/NP.  Also, experience in the ER with fracture 
care experience would be fine.  The group prefers candidates with some 
ties to the general region. 
 
The location is in the Lower Hudson Valley area of New York and it is 60 
minutes to NYC (without traffic).  The area provides many universities, 
affordable living, great schools, skiing, many lakes, hiking and a lot of 
great outdoors. 
 
Compensation:  depends on experience level and includes incentive 
bonus.  Full benefits package includes medical, dental, vacation, STD, 
LTD, CME and 401k profit sharing.  Please send your resume to the 
attention of Fred Perlman at: fredperlman@yahoo.com or 
fredperlman@rossrichter.org. 

Salary  Depends on experience level, plus an incentive bonus 
Hiring Mgr Fred Perlman 
Company RossRichter.com, LLC. 
City Stamford 
State CT 
Zip 06903 
E-Mail fredperlman@yahoo.com or fredperlman@rossrichter.org 
Telephone 203-461-8043 
 
 
To remove your self from all our Orthopaedic Recruitment mailings, please return this 
email with the address to be removed and with the words NO EMAIL! 
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